
The Adoption Fair Folly

Spring had sprung in Chargieville and the whole town was buzzing with joy.

Beautifully colored flowers were blooming all over town and the trees were 

finally turning bright green with fresh new buds and blossoms. Spring in 

Chargieville was not only a very pretty time of year, it also meant it was 

time for Kuddle Kingdom's annual therapy animal adoption fair.  

The fair was a huge event and every Chargimal wanted to be there.  Yummy 

Treats and the Delish Dish always set up food booths and Golf-N-Stuff and 

Gamerz Arcade held fun raffles to give away prizes.  Kuddle Kingdom even 

had a special booth where they gave away little bags of treats for all the 

animals.  There was even going to be some new booths this year with fun 

carnival type games, all kinds of information about caring for therapy 

animals, and even personalized items like leashes, clothing, collars, and 

carriers.  There was definitely something for everyone. 

The adoption fair was organized with a different theme every year.  One 

year it featured exotic animals like specialty fish, iguanas, turtles and even 

snakes.  Another year it was little fuzzy animals like bunnies, gerbils, 

hamsters, and chinchillas. This year, however, the theme was cats and dogs 

and everyone who already had a therapy cat or dog was encouraged to bring

them to the fair.  It was sure to be a great day full of fun, food, prizes and 

plenty of cute dogs and cats!



On the way to the fair

When the day of the fair arrived, CRaPSonidon and Scleronodon eagerly 

chatted about what animals they hoped to find once they got there.  

“Donny, do you think they will have big dogs?  I want a big dog.”  

CRaPSonidon said, his eyes wide with wonder.

“Me too.”  Donny said. “I think they will have all kinds of dogs, but I really 

hope they have a big dog that is super gentle.  I want to be able to take 

walks, but it will have to be able to go slow and easy with me because of my 

balance issues.” 

“I understand that.  I just want a big, sweet dog I can hug on when I don't 

feel good.  One that will want to sit on the couch and watch TV with me 

when I'm hurting.”  Sonny explained.  “I can't wait to get there and see what

they have!”  



As they were walking and talking, Foggosaurus came rushing up behind 

them.  “Hey guys, do you know where Dr. Fria is?  I don't remember why, 

but I need to see Dr. Fria.”

“Oh no!  Foggy are you sick?  Is that why you need Dr. Fria?”  Scleronodon 

asked.

“I don't think I'm sick.”  Foggy said, but then 

thought for a minute and looked confused.  

“Maybe.  I don't know. I found a note that had 

today's date on it and it said 'Go meet Dr. Fria', 

except I forgot to write down where or what for.  

Do you guys know where she is?”  Foggy was 

always forgetting things.

“I bet Dr. Fria is at the adoption fair already.  I heard she is going to give a 

speech about the benefits of therapy animals.  Her and her cat O'Malley will

be there.  Come on with us, Foggy.  We're going there now.”  Sonny said.  

Foggy agreed and the three of them continued into town.

At the entrance to Battery Square there was a huge white banner that said 

“Kuddle Kingdom's Annual Therapy Animal Adoption Fair” in big bright 

red letters with little black paw prints all over it.  There were two large 

circular pens that were gated – one for the cats and the other for the dogs 

on either side of center of town.  None of the animals were there yet though.

There was a little stage set up in the middle between the two pens.  



Dr. Fria was standing behind a podium looking over her notes for the 

speech she was going to give.  Her cat O'Malley was perched on top of the 

podium watching the activity that was happening around them.  

Chargimals started gathering around the two areas where the animals were 

going to be on display, anxiously waiting for them to arrive.  The food and 

game booths were already set up and wonderful smells of the various fair 

treats wafted through the air.  Lines were beginning to form as everyone 

wanted something yummy to eat.  The booth with the animal treats was 

ready also.  They had special little bags of beef treats for dogs and fish treats

for the cats.  

When Sonny, Donny and Foggy arrived, Foggy immediately saw Dr. Fria 

standing at the podium and rushed over to her.  “Dr. Fria! Dr. Fria!”  She 

exclaimed, almost out of breath.  “I have a note to find you.  Do you know 

why?  I can't remember!  Am I sick?”  

“Hello, Foggosaurus.” Dr. Fria said with a chuckle.

“I'm glad you are here, I've been waiting for you.  No,

you aren't sick at all.”  She laughed.  “You volunteered

to help Snore-a-Lot today and I told you to write it

down so you wouldn't forget.  He needs your help

bringing the cats and dogs to their pens. He's waiting

for you at Kuddle Kingdom. He'll tell you everything

you'll need to do.”  Dr. Fria explained, relieved that

Foggy was finally there.  She was so afraid something

was going to go wrong.



“Oohh, okay.  I think I remember now.”  Foggy said and stopped and 

thought for a minute and then said, “Um, alright, I'll go find him right 

now!” And off she went to find Snore-a-Lot.  

“Don't forget anything, Foggosaurus!”  Dr. Fria yelled, but Foggy was 

already halfway to Kuddle Kingdom. 

When she got there, Snore-a-Lot was asleep on the bench right outside the 

main entrance.  Foggosaurus nudged him.  “Snore. Snore.”  She said 

quietly.  “Hey, Snore.  Wake up.”  She said a little louder, nudging him 

again.  

“What?  Huh?  What's going on?”  Snore said,

blinking his eyes as he was barely awake.  

“I have this note.  It says I need to see Dr. Fria.

Do you know why?  Am I sick?  Have you seen

her?”  Foggy forgot what she was doing already.  

“Hey there, Foggy.  Uh, no, I don't think you are sick.  You are supposed to 

help me take the cats and dogs over to the fair.  Let's go get them, I think we

might already be late.”  Snore said with a big yawn.

“Okay, Snore.  That sounds like fun.  Let's go.”  Foggy said, and they went 

inside to gather the animals.



Waiting for the fair to start

Meanwhile, back at the fair, Anxieton and Depresosaur were talking about 

what kind of therapy animal D wanted to get.  Luna, Annie's therapy cat, 

was loudly purring and happily weaving in and around underfoot between 

them. 

“I would really like a cat like Luna.  She's so pretty.  But calico cats are so 

cool.  I wonder if they will have any of those.  What do you think, Annie?”  

Depresosaur asked.

“I bet they will have exactly what you are looking for.  That's how Kuddle 

Kingdom works.  The perfect therapy animal always find the person they 

were meant for.”  Annie reminded him.  It was true, too.  That's exactly how

it worked at Kuddle Kingdom.  Their therapy animals were very special and 

that's why they were the best.



Just then, Fibrosaurus and Lupusaurus walked over and joined them.  

“Hey there, you two.”  D greeted.  

“Hey ya'll!”  Fibrosaurus said.  “Isn't this so much fun?  I love these 

adoption fairs.”  

“We do too, Gia.”  Annie said and then immediately noticed something was 

wrong.  “Wait!”  She shrieked and looked at Lupusaurus.  “Where's Connor,

Lupe?!  You always have your therapy beagle with you.  Where is he?  Is he 

okay?  What's going on?!”  She became frantic, as usual.

“Calm down, Annie.”  Lupe said as she pointed to the basket she was 

carrying.  “Connor is right here, safe and sound.”  She  patted the side of the

basket and then opened the lid. Connor's little head popped up.  He looked 

around and saw everyone.  When he saw Luna his tail started to wag.  

“It was his nap time so I carried him here.”  Lupe explained.  “I wanted him 

to be well rested so he can play with the other animals.”  

“Girl, you are ridiculous!”  Gia said shaking her head and they all laughed.  



Lupusaurus sat the basket down and Connor jumped out.  He hopped over 

toward Luna.  They sniffed each other and then started playing together 

running after each other in the grass.  Lupe, Annie, Gia and D all laughed 

and talked while they watched the silly animals having fun together.  

“For a cat and a dog, Luna and Connor always get along together so well.”  

Annie said.  

“Right?!”  Agreed Lupe.  “The way they looked at each other almost seems 

like they can read each other's minds.  It's a bizarre friendship to say the 

least.”

“Ya'll's therapy animals are so weird.”  Gia said, giggling. 



The animals are here!

All of a sudden they heard a commotion happening in the center of Battery 

Square. They all looked over and saw what it was the dogs!  They were 

arriving!  

Foggosaurus and Snore-a-Lot led the dogs into their designated pen.  There

were big ones and small ones and every size in between.  Once inside the 

pen, Foggy and Snore let their leashes go.  They all looked so happy as they 

jumped around and played with each other barking and yapping. 

Snore looked at Foggy as they walked out of the pen and said, “Let's go get 

the cats now.”  And he latched the gate behind him.  “Always make sure you

latch this gate, Foggy.  Always!” He directed.

“Okay, I will. I promise.”  She said. “Oh, hey, Snore, have you seen Dr. Fria?

I have a note here that says I'm supposed to go see her.”

Snore just laughed and said, “Come on, Foggy.  We'll figure it out.”  And off 

they went to get the cats and bring them back to the fair.

Once the dogs arrived, Chargimals started to gather all around the pen so 

everyone could get a good look at the dogs.  It was all very exciting.  Annie 

picked up Luna and Lupe picked up Connor  and they hurried over to see 

the dogs.  Depresosaur and Fibrosaurus quickly followed.  



Lupe instantly noticed there was a baby beagle, just like Connor, and she 

had a little pink collar around her neck.  

“Oh wow, look you guys!  It's a baby girl beagle!  I have to see her!!”  Lupe 

shrieked.  She was thrilled and so was Connor.  He was wriggling and 

squirming trying to get down from Lupe's grasp.  She bent down and set 

him on the ground where he immediately ran over to the baby beagle.  They

sniffed each other through the fence and started chattering at each other 

with their little beagle barks, tails just wagging away.  

“I think they like each other.”  Lupe said as she watch the

two.  Her heart swelled with love for the new baby beagle.

She hadn't planned on getting another pet, and she didn't

want to take another dog if someone else really wanted

one and didn't already have one.  She was torn and didn't

know what to do. 

“What do you think, Gia?  I'd love to have her, but someone else might want

her too.  What should I do?” She asked her friend.

“Let's just let the two of them play awhile together.  They seem to really like 

each other.  We'll wait and see if anyone else is interested.”  Gia advised.  So

far, no one else was paying much attention to the baby beagle besides 

Connor and Lupe.     



Finally, Snore and Foggy came back herding the cats into their designated 

pen.  Focus from the dogs quickly shifted as the crowd noticed the cats were

making their entrance.  There were fewer cats than dogs, but they weren't 

nearly as cooperative on their leashes as the dogs were.  Still Snore and 

Foggy managed to corral them into their pen.  

Depresosaur and Anxieton walked over to look at the cats.  Luna was half 

asleep and loudly snoring in Annie's arms totally oblivious to what was 

going on around her.  The cats weren't nearly as lively as the dogs were.  

Mostly they just sat there looking around.  A few of them started to give 

themselves a bath not caring who was watching.  D noticed there was a 

beautiful calico kitty in the group.  His eyes widen and he got really excited.

“Annie!  Look, it's a calico cat!  I want her!  She's perfect!”

He exclaimed.  He wanted to see her up close.  “Snore!

Hey, Snore!”  He hollered.  “Can you bring the calico cat

over here please?  I want a better look.”  

Snore nodded, walked over, scooped up the calico kitty,

and took her over to where D and Annie were standing.  

While Snore was helping D and Annie with the calico cat,  Foggy noticed 

CRaPSonidon and Scleronodon on the other side looking at the dogs so she 

went over to see if she could help them.  She noticed that besides the baby 

beagle who was still chattering away with Connor, all the dogs were running

around and playing together except for one of the bigger dogs.  



He was just sitting down in front of Donny.  He was a good sized dog, 

brown in color with perky ears and the sweetest brown eyes you've ever 

seen.  He just sat there at the fence by Donny's feet.  Foggy quickly made 

her way over there and said to Donny, “I think you found a friend.”

“You think so?”  Donny asked as he reached over the fence and patted the 

top of the dog's head.  He was so soft!  Donny decided to sit down on the 

grass so he could get a better look at the dog.  When he sat down the dog 

laid down. Donny was able to get his arm through the fence and pet the 

pup's belly.  He seemed so calm and wasn't distracted or bothered by the 

other dogs barking and playing around him.  This dog was everything that 

Donny was looking for.  

“Hey Sonny, are you seeing this?”  Donny said as he looked up, but 

CRaPSonidon wasn't there.  

“He's over there.”  Foggy said as she looked across the way.  

Donny looked around and he noticed that Sonny was on the

other side of the dog pen petting a big gray and white dog.  

“Let's go over there, Foggy.”  Donny said as he stood up and

he and Foggy went over to join Sonny.

As they went around the pen, the big brown dog followed them, very calmly 

just walking and watching Donny.  When they got to where CRaPSonidon 

was, the brown dog just sat down and looked up at Donny.  He reached over

the gate and patted the dog's head again.  



“I think that dog wants to go home with you, Donny.”  Foggy said with a 

smile.  “That's how I ended up with my cat, Lily.  She picked me.  I think 

this dog has picked you.  That's how it works with therapy animals from 

Kuddle Kingdom.  That's why they are all so special.”  

Donny just smiled.

“I'll go get the adoptions forms for you.”  Foggy said.

“Better make that two, Foggy!”  Sonny said.  He had been making friends 

with a sweet gray and white pit bull.  She was very pretty with a gray head 

and body, but a white neck and chest and white feet.  Sonny definitely 

wanted to take her home and he was pretty sure that the dog wanted to go 

home with him too.

“Two forms.  Got it!”  Foggy said and off she went.

“She's gonna forget.”  Sonny said with a chuckle.

“I know.”  Donny agreed, also giggling.



What happened?!

As everyone was walking around and enjoying the cats and dogs, Dr. Fria 

was standing at the podium on the stage.  It was time for her speech about 

the benefits of therapy animals. She adjusted the microphone and said,  

“Attention.  May I please have everyone's attention?”  The microphone 

squealed.  The crowd started to quiet down as everyone directed their 

attention to Dr. Fria.  She cleared her throat and began her speech.  

“I wanted to take a moment to thank you all for coming out to Kuddle 

Kingdom's therapy animal adoption fair.  It's great to see so many of you 

out here supporting therapy animals.”  

Everyone started clapping, cheering,  and whistling.  After a minute they 

quieted down again and Dr. Fria continued with her speech.  Even though 

she was a doctor and talked to people all day long, she really didn't like 

speaking in public or to large crowds.  She was quite nervous so she 

concentrated hard on her note cards.  She looked up once, but only became 

more nervous as she realized all eyes were on her. 

About half way through her speech she again looked up.  She paused for a 

second and looked around at all of the Chargimals staring back at her.  She 

looked to the left and then to the right and quickly realized that there were 

no cats or dogs in either of the designated areas.  There were no animals 

anywhere.  Even O'Malley was missing!



“Uh, umm...”  She stammered and then quietly said,   “Snore-a-Lot?  Where

are the animals?”  As she scanned the crown searching for Snore.  

Everyone was confused and started looking around.  Lupusaurus looked 

down and Connor was gone and so was the baby beagle.  Anxieton looked 

around and realized Luna was missing too.  The brown dog wasn't around 

Scleronodon's feet anymore.  All the animals were gone!

Snore was standing in the middle of the crowd just as confused as everyone 

else about where the animals were.  He was so focused on Dr. Fria's speech 

he just wasn't paying attention to anything else.  He looked over and saw 

Foggy by the gate to the cat pen and ran over to her.  

“Foggy!  The gate is open!  Did you forget to close the gate?”  He looked 

over to the dog pen and saw that gate was open too.  “Oh no, Foggy, both 

gates are open!  What happened?”

“I, I don't know.”  Foggy said.  “Hey, I have this note that says I'm supposed

to see Dr. Fria, but I don't know why.  Do you think she knows what 

happened?”  Foggy asked seemingly unaware of what was going on.

Snore grunted in frustration.  “Foggy!”  

Just then CRaPSonidon and Scleronodon came over to offer some help.  Dr.

Fria walked over and joined them.

“Snore-a-Lot, you were supposed to have the animals under control.  What 

are we going to do about this?”  Dr. Fria asked sternly.   



“I, I uh...” Snore stammered.

“Don't worry, Dr. Fria.”  CRaPSonidon interrupted.  “I have a plan.  We're 

going to find the animals.  Donny and I will go this way.  Snore, you and 

Foggy go that way.” He explained as he pointed in all the different 

directions.  “D and Annie already went back towards Kuddle Kingdom to 

look there and Lupe and Gia are going to keep looking here around the fair. 

Come on, we'll figure this out.”  He was hopeful his plan would work.

“That sounds like a very good plan, CRaPSonidon. I'll stay here and keep 

the crowd under control.” Dr. Fria said, and then added, “Please find them.”

“Don't worry, we'll find them. Let's go!”  Snore said and the Chargimals all 

took off in different directions to find the animals.

“Foggy, I can't believe you left the gates open!” Snore grumbled as he and 

Foggy quickly made their way down the main street of Battery Square.  We 

better find all the animals safe and sound.”  

“I'm really sorry, Snore.  I don't remember what happened.”  Foggy said 

sadly. 

“Maybe we should have written down what you needed to do.  Maybe that 

would have helped.”  Said Snore.  He didn't really want to be mad at Foggy. 

He understood brain fog caused her to be really forgetful.  He was just 

worried about the animals.



“I like to write things down because it helps me remember.”  Foggy said.  

“That reminds me, I have this note that I need to see Dr. Fria today.  Have 

you seen her?”

Snore couldn't help but laugh.  “Come on, let's go find these animals.” And 

they continued searching.

They made their way all around Battery Square and ended up at

Kuddle Kingdom where they found Anxieton and Depresosaur.

Annie was freaking out because she couldn't find Luna.

“What if I can't find her?  What if she got hurt?  Oh no!  What if one of 

those big dogs ate her!!”  She was totally panicking.  “I only sat her down 

for a second.  I just wanted to listen to Dr. Fria's speech.  I thought Luna 

would be okay.  I sat her down for just a minute.  Oh no!  What have I 

done?!”  She started crying.

“Annie, calm down.  She's going to be fine.  We'll find her.  You know she 

always gets lost and every time we find her safe and sound.  She's probably 

curled up somewhere sleeping.”  Depresosaur said reassuringly, but he was 

also worried.  All of the animals being gone was really strange.

“Oh, I hope so.  I'm just so worried.  Oh, my poor Luna!”  Annie sobbed.

“Hey guys.  No luck I take it?”  Snore asked as he and Foggy walked over to 

them.



“Oh, hey Snore, Foggy.  No, no luck.  We were just about to go look down by

the trees.  Maybe the animals went over there by that pond.”  D suggested 

and they all walked over to towards the trees to search some more.

As they made their way to the pond, they saw Fibrosaurus and Lupusaurus 

walking toward them. 

“Hey ya'll.  We're going to check out the pond over by those trees.” Gia said 

as she pointed in that direction.

“Us too.”  Said Snore.  

Just then CRaPSonidon and Scleronodon walked over and joined the 

group.  “We had no luck finding the animals anywhere.”  Sonny said.  “We 

thought maybe they were down by the pond.”

“Us too.  Great minds, huh guys?”  Lupusaurus laughed nervously.  She was

trying to cover up how worried she was about Connor.  She hoped her 

beagle was okay.  It wasn't like him to run off like that.  She hoped all the 

animals were together and safe.  Especially her Connor and that little baby 

beagle.



Missy, the dog and cat whisperer

When they all reached the pond, none of them could believe what they 

found when they got there.

“Oh my goodness!”  Cried Lupe.

“I can't even, ya'll!” Gia said shaking her head, her mouth gaped open.

“Would you look at that.” Sonny said with a chuckle.  

“LUNA!”  Annie screamed as she rushed over toward her therapy cat.

All of the cats and dogs from the adoption fair were sitting in a circle and 

Misdiagnosicorn was in the center.  Connor was there with the baby beagle 

right beside him chattering and playing with his tail.  The gray and white pit

bull that CRaPSonidon wanted was laying beside the big brown dog that 

Scleronodon wanted.   All the other dogs were there too, calmly sitting in a 

line facing Misdiagnosicorn.  The dogs seemed totally unbothered by the 

fact that the cats were also there, basking in the sunbeams that were 

streaming through the trees.  Even O'Malley was there soaking up the sun.  

It was a perfect utopia of therapy animals.  And Luna was sound asleep on 

Missy's back.  No one could believe their eyes.  How did Misdiagnosicorn 

get all those animals to stay around her like that?  It was an amazing site.

“Missy!  How in the Chargieville universe did you do that?”  Sonny asked,  

shaking his head in disbelief.



Missy looked up surprised that everyone was staring at her.  “Oh, hi 

everyone!”  She greeted.  “Can you believe this? I didn't do this.  I didn't do 

anything.  I think it was Connor and Luna.”

“What?” How did Luna do this?” Annie asked as she reached up and pulled 

Luna off of Missy's back and squeezed her so tight you could barely hear a 

little mew squeak out.  

“It was the strangest thing.”  Missy started to

explain,  “I was on my way to Battery Square for the

adoption fair and I saw Luna walking towards me.

Then I noticed Connor and all the other animals

following in a line behind her.  You know I can't

resist that therapy cat so I trotted up to them so I

could play with her.  When I got closer I noticed that

Luna had something in her mouth.  It was a little bag

of cat treats.  Connor also had a bag in his mouth full

of dog treats!”  

“Those little sneaks!”  Lupe said laughing.  “They must have gotten into the 

treat booth and stole some treats when no one was looking.  Probably 

during Dr. Fria's speech.  Then they somehow lured all the other animals 

away from the fair!”  She could hardly believe it as she was saying it.

“When I got close enough,” Missy continued, “Luna jumped on my back 

and dropped the bag of treats into my saddle bag.  All the other cats and 

dogs just stood there watching her.  



Then, Connor flung the bag of treats he had up in the air and they landed in

my saddle bag too.  I wouldn't have believed it if I hadn't seen it myself!”  

Missy explained.  

“No way!”  Gia said as she walked over and looked down into Missy's saddle

bag.  “Wait, what?!”  She reached in the saddle back and sure enough, she 

pulled out the two bags of animal treats. “No. Way!”  She exclaimed.

“So then I was thirsty,” Missy continued her tall tale, “and I was right near 

the pond so I walked over here to get a drink and all the animals just 

followed me.  I guess they all wanted some treats or something.  We all got 

a nice drink from the pond and then laid down to rest.”

“Really, Missy?”  Scleronodon asked.

“Really, Donny.  True story.  That's when you guys showed up.  For real.”  

Missy promised.

All the Chargimals just looked at each other.  No one could figure out what 

to make of the situation.

“I still don't understand it and I'm not sure I believe it, but we need to get 

these animals back to the fair.”  Sonny said.  “Do you think they will follow 

you, Missy?”

“I don't know, but we can try.”  Missy said and she got up and started to 

walk and all the animals got up too.  



Connor went over and walked beside Lupe and the baby beagle followed 

along chattering in beagle barks and trying to chew on Connor's tale.  He 

didn't seem to mind though.  

The big brown dog walked over and followed Donny and the gray and white

pit bull walked right beside Sonny.  The calico cat weaved in and out 

between D's feet and eventually he just reached down, picked her up and 

carried her.  Two other cats, a black and white one and a gray one, decided 

they wanted to follow Gia.  Luna got a little squirmy so Annie put her up on 

Missy's back.  Annie knew she would be safe there and Luna sat up proudly 

as she rode on Missy's back.  All the rest of the cats and dogs followed 

behind Missy as if they were trained to do so, and Dr. Fria's cat, O'Malley 

brought up the rear.  All the animals knew exactly who they belonged to 

and what they needed to do to make a grand entrance back to the adoption 

fair.  

In the meantime, Dr. Fria was pacing back and forth outside the cat pen 

nervously shuffling her note cards. 

“What are we going to do?” She said under her breath.  “What if the animals

aren't found?”  She was not only worried about the animals, but the success 

of the adoption fair also.  She just knew something terrible was going to 

happen.

Just then Dr. Fria looked up from her note cards and saw the line of 

Chargimals and all the cats and dogs approaching like they were in some 

kind of parade, with Misdiagnosicorn and Luna in the lead.  



Others started to notice what was happening and everyone started clapping 

and cheering.  It almost seemed like it was planned this way.

No one even questioned where the animals were or what had happened to 

them.  No one would have believed Missy's tall tale about Connor and Luna 

stealing treats and luring the animals away anyway.  Everyone assumed it 

was all just part of the fair festivities and the animals' grand parade just 

made things that much more fun.  

By the end of the day, Luna was back with Anxieton safe and sound.  

O'Malley was reunited with Dr. Fria. Depresosaur was able to adopt his 

calico cat and he named her Avilon.  Lupusaurus got to adopt the baby girl 

beagle for Connor and she named her Bella.  CRaPSonidon adopted the 

beautiful gray and white pit bull and named her Neena.  Scleronodon 

adopted the very gentle and easy going big brown dog and he named him 

Tucker.  Even Fibrosaurus walked away from the fair with the two cats who 

followed her.  The gray one she named Sonnett and the black and white one

she named Harley.  All the other cats and dogs at the fair were adopted too. 

It was a great day and the fair was a huge success.  And only 

Misdiagnosicorn knew what really happened with the animals that day.  

 





 Welcome to Chargieville

Hi there, welcome to Chargieville, home of the Chargimals and the Normberts.

The  Chargimals  are  monster  that  each  represent  a  physical  health  condition,

mental  health  condition  or  general  symptom.   They  live  in  Chargieville,  an

alternate  universe,  and  have  adventures  together.  They  live  along  side

Normberts, the normal, healthy people who just don't get what it's like to live

with chronic illness, chronic pain or mental health challenges.

Once inside Chargieville you will find Battery Square where all the benches are

charging stations to help everyone charge up when their energy is running low.

Battery Square is also full of fun shops like Yummie Treats, the health food store,

Trinket, Inc., the variety store, and Chargemart for everything else.  

Immunoversity is where everyone goes to school, it's located at Joy Plaza where

there  are  plenty  of  fun  things  to  do.   You  can  find  The  Delish  Dish,  the

Chargimals  favorite  diner,  Sweets  Bakery,  specializing  in  those  with  Gluten

intolerance and Diabetic needs, The Viewing arcade and movie theater, and Golf-

N-Stuff, where all the Chargimals go to play miniature golf.  The Mystery Room is

also available for fun events like yoga classes and parties.  

Health Care Plaza is  Chargieville's medical center where both Chargimals and

Normberts go for all their healthcare needs.  Canes & Things mobility aid store is

right next door, but The Medicine Cabinet pharmacy is inconveniently located all

the way across town. This causes some trouble in Chargieville, but that is just one

of the many stories the Chargimals have to tell. 



Meet The Chargimals

Hey all!  My name is CraPiSonodon, but all my friends call me 
Sonny.  Orange is my favorite color and my favorite thing to do is
have sleep overs with my friends Foggy, Sleepy, Snore and Gia.
But sometimes I can't sleep because I'm in too much pain.  My
pain feels like electrical shocks because of Chronic Regional Pain
Syndrome. 

Hi!  I'm Foggosaurus, or Foggy for short. I forget things because
of Brain Fog.   Do you ever get Brain Fog? What's  the funniest
thing you ever forgot?  Oh yeah, I like the color pink and my best
friend is Gia.  I almost forgot to tell you that.  

Hello, I'm Anxieton the Anxiety monster. You may call me
Annie, but only if you want to.  I like the color teal the best.
Sometimes  I  freak  out  over  nothing.   But  it  could  be
something, so I stay awake at night thinking about worst case
scenarios and silly things that don't matter.  But they could
matter.  I get really nervous around other people so I got a
therapy cat.  

What's up, ya'll?  I'm Fibrosaurus, but ya'll can call me Gia. Purple
is  my  favorite  color  and  Foggy  is  my  bestie.  Fun  fact:  I  have
Fibromyalgia and it's an “invisible illness”.  It's so frustrating.  

Hi.  My name is Scleronodon, but most people just call me Donny.  
I like the color orange.  I hang out with Kylo a lot.  Sometimes I fall
down because I have Multiple Sclerosis, so I use a cane to help me
balance when I need to walk far.    

Hi!   My name is  Lupusaurus, and I  go by Lupe.  I'm the Lupus
monster.  Purple is my favorite color and Tick, Annie, and Missy are
my  best  friends.   I  don't  go  out  very  much  on  sunny  days  and
sometimes I get a butterfly rash.  Not everyone with Lupus gets that
though.  



Hello! My name is Migrainopod. Pod is my nickname.  I'm the
Migraine  monster.   Red  is  my  favorite  color  and  Zippy  is  my
bestest friend ever!  I love to read, and mysteries are my favorite.
But sometimes I can't read because of Migraines.  When my head
pain gets really bad I have to lay down in a dark and quiet room. 

Hi.  My name is Depresosaur, but I always just go by D.  Bright lime
green is my favorite color.  You know, I suffer with Depression, but
honestly it's really more than just feeling sad.  Everyone is different,
but for me it's hopelessness, loss of interest in things I actually like
to do,  and an overwhelming feeling of  emptiness.   Not everyone
understands depression, but I want to tell you that it's okay to not
be okay. 

Zzzz. Huh? Oh, Hey.  Hi.  Sorry, I was just catching a nap.  My
name is Snore-A-Lot and I'm the Fatigue monster.   I  am so
tired all the time.  I love to sleep.  My best friend Sleepy likes to
sleep a lot too.  Just about every chronic illness causes fatigue.
It's exhausting being sick.

Hi, my name is Misdiagnosicorn and everyone calls me Missy.  I 
might like the color pink.  I'm not really sure.  I love to play tricks on 
people.  That's why I'm the Misdiagnosis monster.  I think it's fun to 
be confusing.

I’m Dr. Coldactyl, but you can call me Dr. Fria. I’m allergic to cols, 
it’s a rare condition called cold urticaria. I work as a doctor in Health
Care Plaza. My cat O’malley comes with me to work everyday and 
helps me cure patients. My favorite color is light blue.
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